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Some families claiming roots dating back at least a century to colonial times, when British
authorities placed Muslim outsiders as bureaucrats in Myanmar to help control the
Buddhist population
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It would bethe boldest step in European integration since the crisis.
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Metformin (Glucophage) is an oral diabetes medication that can be prescribed to manage
blood sugar level levels in individuals with type cymbalta 2 diabetic issues
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Kelso & Co, the private equity firm that acquired PSAV for$413.4 million in 2007, is hoping
to fetch as much as $1 billionfor the company, said the people, who asked not
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Brill cited research showing that "the use of CT scans in America's emergency rooms has
more than quadrupled in recent decades" in the name of safer and better care
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Swelling of blood vessels has been considered as a potential cause, but not confirmed
with experimental studies
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